
shood
Same stick widget as on the other pages—should show all the sections that you can jump down to; sections should only be visible here when they are actually available.

shood
(i) is a hover-over button so that the user can see the caption to the image; in the CMS there should be the option either to have this (i) or to show the caption underneath the image all the time.

shood
Department or Research Group

shood
Department or Research Group title, where relevant

shood
User should jump to the umbrella themes, WG and projects landing page overview here

shood
User should jump to the people list filtered by the department/unit in question here

shood
The user should see an infographic outlining the basic structure of the department/unit here (e.g., umbrella themes, working groups, projects and how they are connected on a basic level)

shood
User should be able to click on this and get to this director's profile page. If they click on the green corner the post-it should flip over to reveal the secretary's contact email/phone if needed. 

shood
User can expect to see around 200–250 words here about the department/unit. If there is more than 300 words the "More" button should open this up as an accordion

shood
This should show the main "umbrella themes" of the department. Department 1 have actually now requested the "block" system visible on the Department 3 design; however, we still need the carousel widget available as an option for the future.

Regardless of carousel vs. block system, the user should expect that they can click on the image or the text underneath ("More") to get to the Umbrella Theme landing page

shood
In the case that a department/unit *does* use a carousel on their page, it should be possible to click the arrows to move back and forth; the dots should show the number of options available in the carousel

shood
Same idea as Startseite, but is really "Departmental News"; it should be possible for me to link these automatically from the main news page by assigning the news item to the department/unit in question

shood
User should be able to jump to the main news landing page filtering to the specific department/unit in question

shood
Same principle as landing page but specific to department/unit

shood
user should be able to jump to all events on the events landing page filtered to the department/unit

shood
Same idea as front page– a "joker" card that we can use for a variety of items (a new resource, link to the program of an event series, etc.)

shood
Like the startseite but specific to the department/unit in question. Some of these items are automatic e.g., books, articles and preprints will come directly from the main startseite (should be posisble to assign them to unit etc.); should also be possible to add other items e.g., feature stories or digital resources

shood
should have arrows for carousel here.

shood
It must be possible to use any of these blocks on the various department and research groups and other unit landing pages (as a kind of toolbox to choose from).

It would be nice if departments/units can choose to order these widget blocks by their own priorities)

shood
News and Press

shood
•	Please note that the Departments each have their own colour scheme, as evident on the designs that I submitted. The Research Groups all have a separate colour scheme. This is made clear in the designs I have provided, and in the colour overview swatch provided by NM



